body & mind escape

WatchING
With MOTHER
Going on holiday with her mother to Cyprus brought back
childhood memories and some home truths for Lorna V
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’m going to ask for a kourabie,’ announced my
mother. I’d barely arrived at the Palm Beach
Hotel, one of the main deluxe hotels on
the road from Larnaca to the British base of
Dhekelia in Cyprus, and there was already high
drama brewing. Mother dearest was planning to
gatecrash a total stranger’s Big Almighty Fat Greek
Wedding to ask for a kourabie, the traditional Greek
shortbread filled with pistachios, dusted with icing
sugar and wrapped prettily for weddings. She
had it on good authority that the hotel’s kourabie
absolutely had to be sampled.
As my mother swung one way out of the circular
revolving doors into the humid heat of the hotel’s
magnificent garden beach terrace, I kept going
round, back into the cool marble interior, cringing
at her brazen bravado, yet admiring it. Holidays are
about creating new memories, but holidaying with
one’s mother is more about retrieving a lifetime of
memories, along with identifying a shared DNA. For
there was my Mega-Me, emerging back through
those revolving doors, triumphant.
There was no need for beach reading as the
soundtrack of my mother’s non-stop commentary
was ample entertainment. At weekends, the hotel’s

«There was no need for beach
reading – my mother’s non-stop
commentary was enough»
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shores were thronged with chic Greek Cypriots.
This was just like the four years of my childhood in
Cyprus, people-watching together on the beach.
I had billed this trip in my mind as a motherdaughter bonding holiday, with my mental trailer
featuring treatments at the hotel’s Wellness Centre,
trying out the gym, visiting nearby traditional villages such as Kornos for some agrotourism, and in
the evening eating at restaurants recommended by
the Discovery Channel’s British Cypriot answer to
Nigella, Tonia Buxton. We didn’t do most of that.

Stepping out

But I did stick to my promise to get up super early
so we’d go for breakfast together. Previous experience taught me that sleeping and waking at different times fuels rather than diffuses the difficult
child-parent dynamic. Getting older is about realising that your mum’s not going to be there for ever.
Seeing your friends lose their mothers makes you
realise you must appreciate yours and spend time
with her. So I agreed not to chase my cultural fix in
Cyprus’s theatres and tango bars, and stay with her.
My father wasn’t there, but he sure was present.
Just as he would have done, apparently, I put forth
an analysis on about day three that the best umbrella-sun-lounge positions were between sets of
paired-up palm trees, with a pathway behind, and
on a level above the seafront (which had another
row of umbrellas). This, I maintained, was the closest we could get to a private beach. And exactly like
>>>
him, I researched my facts.
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Tranquillity by
the pool at the
Palm Beach Hotel,
and some of the
sights of Cyprus
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>>> There are more than 700 palm trees in the grounds

Stirring old memories

One day I asked mother dearest why she wouldn’t
stay on the beach to enjoy the sun for longer. Her
blunt answer ripped my heart. ‘It’s not ours.’
Holidaying together always leads back to our
time in Famagusta, my parents’ hometown where
we settled after my father finished his studies and
started working in Britain (where I was born), until
we were forced to leave when we were invaded.
All of our new memories are stacked onto the
Famagusta ones, linked by a chain of pain, even
though our bellies ache from laughing when we relive the new ones. Strolling along the seafront walkway that passes through the hotel reminded us of
one of our favourites.
On a previous trip we were nattering so much the
one time we took the bus (rather than a taxi) that we
forgot to get off. Suddenly we looked up to find ourselves heading towards a mosque. ‘We’ve been abducted to the other side,’ my mother started
screaming. ‘Your poor father’s fears have come true.
Panayia mou simfora. Mother Mary what a disaster.’
The bus driver was Turkish Cypriot, and spoke
in an impeccable dialect. ‘Ochi kira mou. No, madame, this is the mixed village of Pyla. Look. There’s
our mosque, there is your church.’ This didn’t seem
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to help. ‘Where? Where? Where?’ cried Mother
dearest, lacking the patience to look round. ‘There
kira mou,’ he pointed. ‘Let me take you on a tour.’
When you lose a place you love it’s like being told
someone you love has died and having to live knowing that person lives on and loves you still. Much of
Famagusta is a ghost town, cordoned off with barbed
wire, accessible only to the military, and used as a
bargaining tool in every peace negotiation. I long to
return to my childhood place to recreate it. Until
then, I chase memories and enjoy the holiday.
What will make us laugh about this trip? The
hotel has a supply of free gourmet ice cream. This,
of course, reminds us of Famagusta. Despite the
mounting queue, I try to wrestle a tub of chocolate
ice cream from the depths of the freezer. I manage
to wrench one out as one of the chefs arrives and
explains that the tubs at the bottom are frozen hard
and need time to adjust before the ice cream can be
scooped. I ignore his laughter and hack away.
Like mother like daughter.
A seven-night stay at the four-star Palm Beach Hotel & Garden
Suites costs from £492 per person, including flights, with Thomas
Cook (thomascook.com, 0844 412 5970). For independent stays,
prices start from £101 per night based on two people sharing
a double garden-view room, including breakfast. Flights with
easyJet cost from £182 per person from Gatwick to Larnaca. For
more information visit palmbeachhotel.com, larnakaregion.com,
visitcyprus.com
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of the hotel and they were planted before the construction was completed, 30 years ago. The inspiration was the association with the town of Larnaca,
with its beautiful Finikoudes palm tree promenade.
Some of them, such as the silver palm, are very rare.
Every few years they produce lots of dates which are
then dried and offered to guests at breakfast – 2011’s
crop is a bumper vintage one, so mother dearest declared we’ll have to return in 2012.
I loved the routine we had together. Just after
7am I’d find us a good beach spot, though I never
quite beat the Russians. Then I joined my mother
for breakfast and, two foodies together, we feasted
on the freshly baked traditional breads, the robust
Cypriot version of ricotta known as anari, olives
with herbs, wild greens, dried damaskina (the Greek
word does more justice to the fruit than ‘prunes’)
plumped up in orange juice and a touch of liqueur.

